Abstract-In this work, we obtain performance guarantees for modified-CS and for its improved version, modified-CS-Add-LSDel, for recursive reconstruction of sparse signal sequences from noisy measurements. Under mild assumptions, and for a realistic signal change model, we show that the support recovery error of both algorithms is bounded by a time-invariant and small value at all times. The same is also true for the reconstruction error. Under a slow support change assumption, our results hold under weaker assumptions on the number of measurements than what simple compressive sensing (basis pursuit denoising) needs. Also, the result for modified-CS-add-LS-del holds under weaker assumptions on the signal magnitude increase rate than the result for modified-CS. Similar results were obtained in an earlier work, however the signal change model assumed there was very simple and not practically valid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Starting with the seminal papers of Candes et al and Donoho [1] , [2] there has been a large amount of recent work on sparse recovery/ compressed sensing (CS). Since 2008, the problem of recursively recovering a time sequence of sparse signals, with slowly changing sparsity patterns has also been extensively studied [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . In [7] , the authors study a multiple measurement vector (MMV) version of the recursive recovery problem and obtains conditions under which the support of the sparse signals can be exactly tracked over time in the noise-free case.
A key assumption introduced in [3] and empirically verified in [4] , is that for many natural signal/image sequences, the sparsity pattern (support in the sparsity basis) changes slowly over time. In [6] , the authors exploited this fact to reformulate the above problem as one of sparse recovery with partially known support and introduced a solution approach called modified-CS. Given the partial support knowledge T , modified-CS tries to find a signal that is sparsest outside of T among all signals that satisfy the data constraint. Exact recovery conditions were obtained for modified-CS and it was argued that these are weaker than those for simple CS (basis pursuit) under the slow support change assumption. Other related ideas for support recovery with prior knowledge about the support entries, that appeared in parallel, include [12] , [13] .
Error bounds for modified-CS for noisy measurements were obtained in [14] and [15] . However, when modified-CS is used for recursive reconstruction, the most important question is, under what conditions can we obtain time-invariant error bounds, i.e. show error stability over time? In [15] , we first answered this question for modified-CS and for an improved version of modified-CS which we called "modified-CS with add-LS-del". However, the signal model assumed in [15] was highly simplified. For example, it assumed that the magnitude of a newly added coefficient to the support increased at the exact same rate at all times and for all new coefficients. A similar assumption was made for the magnitude to decrease before it got removed from the support. For typical sequences, neither of these assumptions holds in practice.
Contribution. In this work, we obtain conditions for error stability of modified-CS and modified-CS-Add-LS-Del for a realistic signal change model that allows different rates of magnitude increase and decrease at different times and for different coefficients. Unlike [15] , it also allows different numbers of coefficients to get added or removed at different times. We verify that our model is indeed valid for MRI image sequences. For the above signal change model, under mild assumptions (enough number of measurements and large enough initial magnitude or large enough rate of magnitude increase) we show that the support recovery error of both algorithms is bounded by a time-invariant and small value at all times. The same is also true for the reconstruction error. Under a slow support change assumption, we argue that our results hold under weaker assumptions on the number of measurements than what simple compressive sensing (basis pursuit denoising) needs. Also, the result for modified-CSadd-LS-del holds under weaker assumptions on the signal magnitude increase rate than the result for modified-CS.
A. Notation and Problem Definition
We let [1, m] 
At all times, t > 0, we assume the observation model:
978-1-4799-0446-4/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory y t = A t x t + w t , w t ≤ where x t is an m length sparse vector with support set N t , i.e. N t := {i : (x t ) i = 0}; y t is the n < m length observation vector at time t; and w t is the observation noise. Our algorithms need more measurements at the initial time, t = 0. We use n 0 to denote the number of measurements used at t = 0 and we use A 0 to denote the corresponding n 0 × m measurement matrix, i.e. at t = 0, we have y 0 = A 0 x 0 + w 0 , w 0 ≤ Our goal is to recursively estimate x t using y 1 , . . . y t . By recursively, we mean, use only y t and the estimate from t − 1, x t−1 , to compute the estimate at t.
The S-restricted isometry constant (RIC) [16] , δ S , for the matrix, A, is the smallest real number satisfying [16] , θ S1,S2 , is the smallest real number satisfying In this work, we need the same condition on the RIC and ROC of all measurement matrices A t for t > 0. Thus, in the rest of this paper, we let δ S := max t>0 δ S (A t ), and θ S1,S2 := max t>0 θ S1,S2 (A t ). If we refer to the RIC of any other matrix, e.g. A 0 , we use δ S (A 0 ).
We use α to denote the support estimation threshold used by modified-CS and α add , α del to denote the support addition and deletion thresholds used by modified-CS with add-LS-del.We useN t to denote the support estimate at time t.
Definition 1 (T t , Δ t , Δ e,t ): We use T t :=N t−1 to denote the support estimate from the previous time. This serves as the predicted support at time t. We use Δ t := N t \ T t to denote the unknown part of N t and Δ e,t := T t \ N t to denote the "erroneous" part of T t . Clearly,
Definition 2 (T t ,Δ t ,Δ e,t ): We useT t :=N t to denote the final estimate of the current support;Δ t := N t \T t to denote the "misses" andΔ e,t :=T t \ N t to denote the "extras".
We refer to the left (right) hand side of an equation or inequality as LHS (RHS).
Remark 1: The reason we need the bounded noise assumption is as follows. When the noise is unbounded, e.g. Gaussian, all error bounds for CS and, similarly, all error bounds for modified-CS hold with "large probability" [4] , [17] , [18] , [19] . To show stability, we need the error bound for modified-CS to hold at all times, 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞ (this, in turn, is used to ensure that the support gets estimated with bounded error at all times). Clearly this is a zero probability event.
II. MODIFIED-CS AND MODIFIED-CS-ADD-LS-DEL
Modified-CS was introduced in [6] as a solution to the problem of sparse reconstruction with partial and possibly erroneous knowledge of the support. It tries to find a signal that is sparest outside of the known support among all signals satisfying the data constraint. For a time sequence of sparse signals, we use the support estimate from the previous time as known support. This was studied in [15] . We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, we use thresholding to compute the current support estimate. However, as explained in [15] , the modified-CS estimate is biased towards zero along T c and may be biased away from zero along T and this causes single step thresholding to be less accurate. To address this issue, in [15] , we introduced a three step add-LSdelete procedure for support estimation. Similar ideas were also used earlier in [3] and [20] , [21] in related contexts. We summarize the resulting algorithm called "modified-CSadd-LS-del" in Algorithm 2. In add-LS-del, one uses a small addition threshold α add ; followed by LS estimation on the new support; and finally a larger threshold α del applied to the LS estimate to delete elements. α add needs to be just large enough to ensure that A Tadd is well conditioned.
A detailed discussion of how to set the algorithm thresholds automatically is given in [22] . Simulation comparisons are also provided there. The time complexity of both the modified-CS algorithms and simple CS is the same since they all solve an 1 minimization problem of the same size. For example, for the results of Fig. 4 in [22] , when running the code in MATLAB on the same server, simple CS needed 0.0466 seconds per frame; modified-CS (Algorithm 1) needed 0.0432 seconds per frame and modified-CS-add-LS-del (Algorithm 2) needed 0.0517 seconds per frame.
2) Modified-CS. If t > 0, set T t =N t−1 and computê x t,modcs as the solution of
3) Estimate the Support. ComputeT t as
Definition 3 (T add,t , Δ add,t , Δ e,add,t ):
The set T add,t is the support estimate obtained after the support addition step in Algorithm 2. The set Δ add,t := N t \ T add,t denotes the set of missing elements from N t and the set Δ e,add,t := T add,t \ N t denotes the set of extras in it.
Lemma 1 (modified-CS error bound): Let x be a sparse vector with support N and let y := Ax + w with w ≤ . Also, let Δ := N \ T and Δ e := T \ N. Letx modcs denote the solution of (2). If 
4) Deletions / LS. ComputeT t and LS estimate using it:
Proof: The proof is given in the Appendix of [23] . Lemma 2 (CS error bound [18] ): Let x be a sparse vector with support N and let y := Ax + w with w ≤ . Letx cs denote the solution of (2) with
III. SIGNAL CHANGE MODEL
The algorithms described above do not assume any signal change model. But to obtain error bounds over time, we need a model for signal change. Briefly, our model assumes the following. At any time the signal vector x t is a sparse vector with support set N t of size S or less. At most S a elements get added to the support at each time t and at most S a elements get removed from it. A new element j gets added at time t j at an initial magnitude a j,t and its magnitude increases for the next d j,t ≥ d min time units. Notice that d j,t can be ∞ too, i.e. there is no maximum limit on how large a coefficient can become. For element j, the magnitude increase at time t is r j,t with r min ≤ r j,t ≤ r max . Also, at each time t at most S a elements out of the "large elements" set (the set of elements with magnitude at least a min +d min r min ) leave the set and begin to decrease. These elements keep decreasing and get removed from the support in at most b time units. As demonstrated in Section V, the above assumptions are practically valid for MRI sequences. We specify our model precisely below. 3) We define the "large set" as • As we explain below, S t ≤ S holds if S 0 ≤ S and
denote the newly added set and let
Let R t := N t−1 \ N t denote the newly removed set and let
In the above model, we only assume that all coefficients will get removed in at most b time units. However, it can happen that some coefficients get removed earlier than that and hence it is fair to include this in the signal model. We do this below.
Signal Model 2: Assume Signal Model 1 with the following extra assumptions.
• Out of the S d,t elements that started decreasing at time t, at least -Thus, at time t, the total number of decreasing elements,
IV. TIME INVARIANT ERROR BOUNDS A. Modified-CS result
For the above signal model, we can claim the following. Theorem 1: Consider Algorithm 1. Assume that the noise is bounded, i.e. w ≤ and that x t satisfies Signal Model 2. Also, assume that the modified-CS error is spread out enough so that 
3) initial magnitude and magnitude increase rate
• the following holds
15.00 , 4) at t = 0, n 0 is large enough to ensure that
) and x t −x t ≤ 7.50 Proof: See [23] .
Theorem 1 claims that if x t satisfies Signal Model 2, if enough number of measurement is available and if each nonzero coefficient has either a large enough initial magnitude or a large enough rate of magnitude increase, then the number of misses and extras from current support estimate are bounded by a time-invariant value. Also, the reconstruction error is bounded by a time-invariant value. Notice that the above result bounds the extras and misses by a constant times S a . Under the slow support change assumption, S a S t . Thus, in this case, the support error sizes are much smaller than the support size, making the above a meaningful result.
Corollary 1: Under Signal Model 1, the result of Theorem 1 changes in the following way: replace
2 S a by bS a everywhere in the result.
Remark 2: In general, for any vector z, z ∞ ≤ z 2 with equality holding only if z is one-sparse (exactly one element of z is nonzero). If the energy of z is more spread out, z ∞ will be smaller than z 2 . There is no reason for the error x t −x t to be one-sparse. The assumption,
S a , then the inequality always holds. Remark 3: Notice that condition 4 of Theorem 1 is not restrictive. It is easy to see that it will hold if n 0 is large enough to ensure that δ 2S ≤ 0.207 and the magnitude of the initial nonzero elements is larger than a min + d 0 r min .
Remark 4: The above result is further generalized in [22] : we use a more general definition of L t ; and the constraint on r j,t , a j,t is replaced by min j:
B. Modified-CS-Add-LS-Del result
Theorem 2: Consider Algorithm 2. Assume that the noise is bounded, i.e. w ≤ and that x t satisfies Signal Model 2. Also, assume that
• the modified-CS error is spread out enough so that
for some ζ M ≤ √ S a , and • the LS step error is spread out enough so that 
). 2) number of measurements
Sa+d0Sa+Sa)
≤ 0.207
Sa+d0Sa
3) initial magnitude and magnitude increase rate:
Proof: See [23] .
C. Discussion
To compare the results, let us fix some of the parameters. Thus, both modified-CS and modified-CS-add-LS-del need the same restricted isometry condition (condition on the number of measurements). Under the slow support change assumption, S a S t ≤ S. In this case, both the modified-CS algorithms hold under a weaker restricted isometry condition (potentially fewer number of measurements required) than what simple CS needs for the same reconstruction error bound.
Next we compare the lower bounds on the LHS of condition 3 needed by modified-CS and by modified-CS-add-LS-del. This requires knowing ζ M and ζ L . To get an idea of the 2013 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory values of ζ M and ζ L , we did simulations based on Signal Model 1 with S = 0.1m, S a,t = S d,t = S r,t = S a = 0.01m, b = d min = 3, r j,t = 1, a j,t = 1 (we generated it using the generative model given in Appendix A of [15] ). The measurement matrices A t were zero mean random Gaussian n t × m matrices with columns normalized to unit norm. For t = 0, n 0 = 160; for t > 0, n t = n = 57. The measurement noise,
For t = 0, c t = 0.01266; for t > 0, c t = 0.1266. We used the same measurement Gaussian matrix A for t > 0. We generated 500 realizations respectively with different choices of m, and used both algorithms for reconstruction. When m = 200, we got, As explained earlier and also in [15] , α add is a small threshold that is typically proportional to the noise bound c, i.e., / √ n.
Thus the mod-CS-Add-LS-Del condition is weaker.
V. MODEL VERIFICATION
We verified that two different types of MRI image sequences -a larynx (vocal tract) MRI sequence and a brain functional MRI sequence -do indeed satisfy Signal Model 1. Both are discussed in [23] . Here we describe model verification for the larynx sequence. We used a 10 frame sequence and extracted out a 36x36 region of this sequence selected as the region that includes the part where most of the changes were visible. As shown in earlier work [6] , this sequence is approximately sparse in the 2D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. A two level db4 wavelet was used there. We computed this 2D DWT, re-arranged it as a vector and computed its 99.9% energy support set. All elements not in this set were set to zero. This gave us an exactly sparse sequence x t . Its dimension m = 36 2 = 1296. For this sequence, we observed the following. The support size N t satisfied |N t | ≤ S = 113 for all t. The number of additions from t − 1 to t satisfied |N t \ N t−1 | ≤ 21 and the number of removals, |N t−1 \N t | ≤ 26. Thus, S a = 26. Also, the initial nonzero value, a j,t , ranged from a min = 13 to a max = 37, the rate of magnitude increase, r j,t , ranged from r min = 1 to r max = 37, and the duration for which the increase occurred, d j,t , ranged from d min = 1 to d max = 4. Also, the maximum delay between the time that a coefficient began to decrease and when it was removed was b = 7.
VI. CONCLUSIONS Under mild assumptions and for a realistic signal model, we showed that both the support recovery errors of both modified-cs and modified-cs-add-ls-del are bounded by a timeinvariant and small value at all times. We also argued that our results hold under weaker assumptions on n than simple CS. Also, typically, the modified-cs-add-ls-del holds under weaker assumptions than the mod-cs result. Monte Carlo simulations backing our conclusions are shown in [22] .
